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Linear and nonlinear Rayleigh–Be ´nard–Marangoni instability
with surface deformations
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Thermoconvective instabilities in a bilayer liquid–gas system with a deformed interface are
investigated. In the first part of the work which is devoted to a linear approach, emphasis is put on
the role of the upper gas layer on the instability phenomenon. The condition to be satisfied by the
gas to remain purely conductive is established. The so-called Oberbeck–Boussinesq approximation
is discussed and its range of validity is carefully defined. Instead of the classical Rayleigh,
Marangoni, crispation, and Galileo numbers, new dimensionless groups are introduced. A critical
comparison with several previous works is made. The nonlinear analysis consists in studying the
different convective patterns which can appear above the threshold. Particular attention is devoted
to the shape of the interface and the so-called ‘‘hybrid’’ relief. The amplitude of the deformation is
also determined and comparison with experimental data is discussed. ©2000 American Institute
of Physics.@S1070-6631~00!00911-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thermoconvective instabilities have been an import
problem of fluid mechanics for many years. This gene
problem is well known and it is not necessary to present i
detail.1 Let us just recall that two different mechanisms a
usually recognized as responsible for the appearance of
tion in a fluid layer which is sufficiently heated from below
These mechanisms are gravity~Rayleigh–Be´nard convec-
tion! and thermocapillarity~Bénard–Marangoni convection!.
When both mechanisms are active, the problem is usu
referred to as the Rayleigh–Be´nard–Marangoni instability.
Thermocapillary effects are only present when the fluid ha
free upper surface and is therefore in contact with an
layer. Under these circumstances, motion in the liquid
induce deformations of the liquid-gas interface.

Our analysis of surface deformations in the Rayleig
Bénard–Marangoni instability is concerned with a linear a
a nonlinear approach. In a first~linear! part, we carefully
study the role of the air layer on the occurrence of therm
convective instabilities in a two-layer system~see also Refs
2 and 3!. In the past, this problem has quite often been c
sidered as a one-layer system wherein the air plays on
passive role. In the present work, we determine precis
under which conditions the air layer can actually be regar
as a ‘‘passive gas’’ and we derive in that case the co
sponding boundary conditions at the top surface of the
uid. We show that the motion inside the gas phase can
disregarded provided its thickness is ‘‘smaller’’ than t
thickness of the liquid layer. The gas can then be modele

a!Also at Louvain University, Unity TERM, B 1348 Louvain-La-Neuve
Belgium.
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a purely conductive medium and a boundary condition
the temperature field in the liquid is derived in a rigoro
way.

Another important issue is to examine the influence
surface deformations on the instability threshold. The pr
lem has already been analyzed in several papers in
past.4–14 However, some of these works are not really qu
general since the analysis is often restricted to particular
ids with well-defined thermophysical properties. Moreov
some of the reported results are not realistic from an exp
mental point of view or even are not consistent with t
mathematical model used. These inconsistencies are re
to the use of the Oberbeck–Boussinesq approximat
which is, for this reason, discussed in some detail. To deli
the domain of validity of the Boussinesq approximation, w
introduce a new, somewhat unusual, nondimensional gr
which enables an easy checking of the consistency of
analysis. Moreover, other new dimensionless groups are
introduced in order to obtain results which are general a
not valid only for some specific fluids.

In the nonlinear approach of the problem, we first exa
ine the different possible convective patterns which can
observed above the linear threshold and compare our re
with those for a flat interface15 and also with some experi
mental results by Eckertet al.16 We also study the shape o
the deformed interface in the nonlinear regime. We propos
theoretical description of the so-called ‘‘hybrid’’ relief~con-
cave deformation within the convex relief! and determine the
amplitude of the surface deflections. Eventually, our res
are shown to be in satisfactory agreement with the exp
mental data reported by Cerisieret al.17

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the gene
mathematical model is briefly presented and the notatio
7 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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introduced. The Oberbeck–Boussinesq approximation is
cussed and a new nondimensional number is introduce
check the consistency of the model. In Sec. III, the therm
mechanical coupling between the liquid and the gas laye
studied and the range of validity of the ‘‘conductive ga
hypothesis is established. To examine the influence of de
mations on the instability threshold new nondimenso
groups are introduced and the general linear results are
sented. Section IV is devoted to the nonlinear analysis of
system. In particular, we study the competition between
different convective patterns and determine the condition
observe square cells, rolls, or hexagonal structures. The r
of the upper surface of the liquid is also studied and
height of the deformations is determined. Comparison w
experimental data is discussed. Final comments and gen
conclusions are drawn in Sec. V.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The general equations and boundary conditions for th
moconvective instabilities in two superposed immiscible fl
ids are well known18 and will not be recalled here. Onl
some comments on the general hypotheses underlying
model will be formulated and the notation will be defined

The two-fluid system consists of two horizontally infi
nite immiscible layers of liquid and gas which are enclos
between two solid and perfectly heat conducting boundar
The thicknesses of these layers are, respectively,d anddgas

5d dr (dr is the ratio of the thicknesses of the gas and
liquid layers!. The system is heated from below. The analy
is carried out in the frame of the well-known ‘‘simplifie
Oberbeck–Boussinesq model,’’19 which enables one to de
duce equations for the perturbations with respect to the c
ductive solution~for simplicity, these equations are som
times referred to as the ‘‘Boussinesq equations’’!. Moreover,
the surface deformations are assumed to remain small so
all equations and boundary conditions are limited to fir
order erms in the surface deflection.

In this work, we use Cartesian coordinates with orig
located on the nondeformed liquid–gas interface and thz
axis pointing in the opposite direction of gravity. The equ
tions are written in nondimensional form with distanc
scaled byd. The bottom of liquid layer is located atz
521 while the top of the gas phase is atz5dr . The non-
dimensional deflection of the liquid–gas interface will
denotedh. The time scale is given byd2/k, with k the heat
diffusivity of the liquid. The temperature scale is chosen
bd, with b the vertical temperature gradient within the li
uid layer in a purely conductive state, and the velocity
scaled byk/d. The symbolsu5(u,v,w), p, andT represent
the nondimensional velocity, pressure, and temperature
turbed fields in the lower liquid while the same symbols w
indexgasrepresent the corresponding quantities in the up
gas;a r is the ratio of the coefficients of thermal expansion
the gas and the liquid;m r , k r , andkr , are similarly defined
as the ratios of dynamic viscosities, heat diffusivities, a
heat conductivities, respectively;r r is the ratio of the densi-
ties of the gas and the liquid when these densities are
sidered at a common reference temperature, which is ch
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asT0 , the temperature of the gas–liquid interface in a pur
conductive state. The Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers Ra
Pr are given by

Pr5
n

k
, ~2.1!

Ra5
gabd4

nk
, ~2.2!

wheren anda are the liquid kinematic viscosity and coeffi
cient of thermal expansion.

Although the simplified Boussinesq model is wide
used in the literature on thermoconvective instabilities, it
worth recalling briefly its range of validity. Indeed, som
published results based on this model are incompatible w
the basic assumptions of the model itself~see Sec. III B 1!.
For the Boussinesq equations to be valid, it is required t
the temperature differences within the system remain sm
When DT becomes too large, non-Boussinesquian effe
can appear. These effects have been studied elsewher20,21

and will not be considered here.
In order to quantify the ‘‘smallness’’ of the temperatu

differences within the system we introduce the followin
nondimensional number, which is assumed to remain sma
than 1:

dr5abd!1. ~2.3!

This nondimensional quantity is proportional to the te
perature drop across the liquid layer and is related to
gravitational instability mechanism through the coefficient
thermal expansiona. In the following, this parameter will be
considered as the main control parameter describing the
ternal forcing on the system.

If condition ~2.3! is satisfied, the Boussinesq model m
be considered as valid in the fluid~see, e.g., Ref. 18, p. 5!.
Similarly, the same model is applicable to describe the
phase provideddrgas

5agasbgasdgas!1. Fordr of order 1, it is
seen from Table I that the ratiodrgas

/dr 5(a r /kr) dr is
larger than 1 for all liquid–air systems. Nevertheless, for
liquids but water and glycerin, this quantity keeps a reas
able value whendr is ~much! smaller than 1. We will there-
fore also use the Boussinesq equations in the gas, even i
approximation is less satisfactory than in the liquid.

The boundary conditions for our problem are the follo
ing. It is assumed that the temperature is fixed and that
velocity vanishes at the bottom of the liquid and at the top
the gas. The deflectionh of the interface obeys the usua
kinematic condition. The temperature, heat flux, and veloc
fields are continuous across the interface while the mech
cal stresses are supposed to be in equilibrium at the interf
The complete mathematical expressions of these boun
conditions can be found for instance in Ref. 18 and dep
on the Galileo, crispation, and Marangoni dimensionle
numbersG, Cr, and Ma, defined as

G5
r0~12rg!gd3

mk
, ~2.4!
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TABLE I. Ratios between some thermophysical properties of different liquids and the corresponding pro
of air ~‘‘Sil.’’ is written for silicone and ‘‘St’’ is written for Stokes!.

r r(1023) m r(1023) k r kr a r a rkr
21

Water 1.2 18.2 112 0.0285 20.2 709
Glycerin 0.952 0.0194 180 0.0592 6.80 115
Sil. 47V 0.1St 1.29 1.96 215 0.131 3.15 24.0
Sil. 47V 1St 1.24 0.184 141 0.106 3.60 34.0
Sil. 47V 10St 1.24 0.0188 142 0.106 3.60 34.0
Sil. DC200 1St 1.24 0.190 145 0.113 3.50 31.0
Benzene 1.37 28.3 160 0.113 2.81 24.9
Toluene 1.39 31.0 144 0.106 3.21 30.3
Acetone 1.69 611 162 0.105 2.33 22.2
Ethanol 1.52 153 179 0.102 3.18 31.2
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s0d
, ~2.5!

Ma5
gbd2

mk
. ~2.6!

The subscript zero indicates that the correspond
quantity is taken at temperatureT0 . The quantityg which
appears in the definition of the Marangoni number is int
duced by approximating the variations of the surface tens
at the liquid–gas interface by a linear function ofT,

s~T!5s02g~T2T0!, ~2.7!

whereg is positive for most liquids and can be considered
a constant. This linear law can be considered as valid if
temperature variations inside the system remain small. T
condition can be made explicit by introducing the followin
nondimensional group:

ds5
gbd

s0
. ~2.8!

In parallel withdr defined in~2.3!, ds is proportional to
the temperature drop across the liquid layer but this n
number is related to the thermocapillary instability mech
nism. The ratio of these two numbers is denoted

A5
ds

dr
5

g

s0a
~2.9!

and is more or less constant and of order 1 for many liqu
as shown in Table II. In the following we will considerdr as

TABLE II. Values of the dimensionless numbersA, dr
crit for some fluids.

A dr
crit

Water 12.2 1.57
Glycerin 10.4 0.534
Silicone 47V 0.1St 3.22 2.43
Silicone 47V 1St 3.54 1.13
Silicone 47V 10St 3.83 0.64
Silicone DC200 1St 2.90 1.16
Benzene 3.83 4.29
Toluene 4.00 4.07
Acetone 5.83 4.80
Ethanol 3.69 3.48
g

-
n

s
e
is

w
-

s,

the instability control parameter, whileA will be kept fixed
to a typical value of the order of one.

The normal stress condition at the interface deser
special attention. This condition is given by

~p2pgas!2Gh1Cr21 K5n"~t2m rtgas!"n, ~2.10!

whereK is the curvature of the interface whilen is the nor-
mal unit vector. The quantityt is given by t5(“u
1(“u)T), with a similar expression fortgas.

It is worth recalling that this relation is not valid in gen
eral but only whendr and ds remain small18 ~otherwise,
other terms are present!.

To summarize, let us recall briefly the context of o
analysis. First of all, it is assumed that the temperature
ferences remain small across the system (dr!1), which en-
sures that the Boussinesq hypotheses are met. The sma
of dr also justifies the linear dependence of surface tens
with respect toT as well as the simplified form~2.10! of the
normal stress condition. Also keep in mind that througho
the analysis, surface deflections are assumed to remain s

III. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS

The linear stability analysis is carried out by using
normal modes method.22 The wave number and the growt
rate of the perturbations are denotedk and s, respectively.
The stability equations are reduced in a standard way t
system of ordinary differential equations inz for the vertical
velocity amplitudeW(z), the temperature amplitudeQ(z),
and vertical vorticity amplitudeV(z). The equation for the
vertical vorticity is uncoupled from these forW(z) andQ(z)
and an analytical solution22,23shows that the vorticity pertur
bations are unconditionally stable.

The eigenvalue problem for the vertical velocity and t
temperature must be solved numerically. In the present w
a spectral Chebyshev–Tau method is used to discretize
equations. As a first general result, let us mention that
threshold is never oscillatory. Therefore only stationary co
vection will be investigated, with either a zero or a nonva
ishing wave number.
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A. Influence of the convection in the gas layer on the
instability and reduction to a one-layer problem

In this section, we examine how far convection in t
gas influences the instability mechanism. We show tha
most experimental situations the gas can be regarded as
chanically passive, which means that the motion in the
can be neglected. Our problem is thus different from t
considered by Rasenatet al.,2 where a bilayer system with
both layers close to instability was investigated. More p
cisely it will be proved that, for both the finite and infinit
wavelength instabilities, the two layers can be considere
mechanically uncoupled due to the smallness ofm r , the ratio
of the dynamic viscosities of the gas and of the liquid, but
contrast the two layers remain thermally coupled.

First, let us study the coupling between the two lay
for the finite wavelength instability, and consider the partic
lar case of an air-silicone DC200 bilayer system.24

The thermophysical properties of these two fluids
given in Table III. The thickness of the oil layer is fixed
d52 mm and the thickness of the gas layer is allowed
vary. The critical Rayleigh number and the correspond
critical Rayleigh number in the gas, defined as Ragas

5r0gasagasbgasdgas
4 /(mgaskgas), are represented in Fig. 1 a

functions of the nondimensional thickness of the gasdr . The
values of dr in the liquid, dr in the gas, andds can be

TABLE III. Thermophysical properties of air and of silicone oil DC200.

Air Silicone DC200 1St

r (103 kg/m3) 0.001 20 0.968
n (1024 m2/s) 0.152 1.00
k (1027 m2/s! 160 1.10
kT ~W/mK! 0.017 0.150
aT (1024 K21) 34.0 9.60
s (1022 N/m! ¯ 2.09
g (1024 N/mK! ¯ 20.58

FIG. 1. Critical Rayleigh number vs the dimensionless thicknessdr in a
silicon-air bilayer system (d52 mm!. The small and large dashes corr
spond to Ra51708 and 53.3, respectively.
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deduced from the values of the Rayleigh numbers and sh
to remain small. As explained previously, the smallness
thesed ’s confirms the consistency of the model.

A noticeable result in Fig. 1 is the existence of a critic
relative thicknessdr

crit below which the critical Rayleigh
number~in the liquid! is more or less constant and abo
which the critical Rayleigh number in the gas is also nea
constant. This sudden change in the behavior of the sys
whendr is varied indicates a drastic change in the physi
mechanism giving rise to the instability.

For dr larger than the threshold valuedr
crit , the Rayleigh

number in the gas is close to 1708, which is the well-kno
value for a one-layer system with two rigid and perfec
heat conducting boundaries;25,26 in Fig. 1, this value of the
Rayleigh number is represented by a horizontal line w
small dashes. A detailed analysis of the slopes of the cu
in Fig. 1 also shows that, fordr.dr

crit , the critical Rayleigh
number~in the liquid! decreases asdr

24 , which is expected
since Ragas5Rar ra rdr

4/(m rk rkr) with Ragas more or less
constant. This behavior means that for a largedr , the upper
phase behaves more or less as if the liquid was a perfe
heat conducting solid wall: The liquid does not play a
active role in the instability, which thus takes place in the g
only. This result is easily understood because the heat c
ductivity of the liquid is much larger~about 10 times! than
that of the gas and also because the viscosity of the liqui
much larger than that of the gas (m r51024). Note also that
the Marangoni condition at the bottom of the gas layer d
not influence the instability because the liquid behaves a
good heat conductor and therefore dampens the horizo
variations of temperature. For such large values ofdr , the
instability in the gas is thus completely, i.e., mechanica
and thermally, uncoupled from the lower liquid layer.

In contrast, whendr is smaller thandr
crit , the instability

mechanism takes place mainly in the liquid phase. This s
ation is the most interesting one for us since we are ma
interested in instability phenomena within the liquid. In th
case, the critical Rayleigh number is close to the value
rived from Nield’s formula26 Rac

Nield.((669)21

1(79.6G)21)21 with the parameterG defined as the ratio o
the Rayleigh and Marangoni numbers:

G5
Ra

Ma
5

r0ga

g
d2. ~3.1!

This critical Rayleigh number refers to a one-layer sy
tem with an upper adiabatic free surface and a perfectly h
conducting rigid bottom wall. In our problem, this Rayleig
number is equal to 53.3 and is plotted in Fig. 1 with lo
dashes. It should be observed that the critical Rayleigh n
ber ~in the liquid!, although close to Nield’s result, is no
exactly equal to the latter. Moreover, Rac varies slightly with
dr . This means that the interface cannot be considered a
actual free adiabatic boundary and that the gas is not c
pletely passive.

Note that the above-mentioned study was performed
the particular case of an air–silicone oil system, with a fix
oil depth. We have checked that the same conclusion
mains true for other classes of fluids~see also Ref. 3!, and
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that the critical valuedr
crit is still found to correspond to a

Rayleigh number in the gas equal to 1708. For many g
liquid ~Table II! systems it is easy to check thatdr

crit is of the
order of unity. Since we are concerned with the study
instabilities within the liquid, we will always take in th
following an air depth smaller than that of the liquid.

When the instability mechanism takes place mainly
the liquid phase, we have seen that the thickness of the
layer may nevertheless slightly influence the appearanc
convection in the liquid. We prove now that only therm
transport in the gas phase is important and that the motio
the upper layer can systematically be neglected.

First, we note that the rather small value ofm r prevents
any mechanical influence of the gas on the liquid. Moreov
the motion of the gas does not modify greatly the tempe
ture profile within the gas phase. Consider indeed the~ther-
mal! Péclet number Pe, which is a measure of the ratio of
time scales for thermal diffusion and thermal convection.
the gas, the Pe´clet number is given byUgasdgas/kgas, where
Ugas is a representative velocity scale in the gas. Since
locity is continuous across the liquid–gas interface,Ugasis of
the same order as the representative velocity scale in
liquid, which we chose ask/d, the velocity of thermal per-
turbations in a diffusive state. An estimation of the Pe´clet
number in the gas is thus Pegas5dr /k r . Sincekg is of order
102 for many liquid–gas systems, the Pe´clet number in the
gas remains rather small ifdr is of order 1. As a conse
quence, the linear temperature profile in the gas will o
undergo minute modifications due to the gas motion, wh
can therefore be disregarded in the analysis of the instab
of the liquid.

A quantitative analysis of the influence of the motion
the gas is summarized in Fig. 2. In this picture, the criti
value ofdr for the air–silicone oil system is represented f
both the complete bilayer analysis and for the simplified
proach with the motion of the gas neglected. It is clear t

FIG. 2. Criticaldr vs dr for the air–silicone oil DC200 system. Continuou
lines correspond to the complete bilayer analysis and while dashed
refer to the simplified approach with the motion of the gas neglected.
upper and lower pictures refer to the infinite and finite wave-number mo
respectively.
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the motion inside the upper layer can safely be neglected
dr,1. It can also be concluded that the weak dependenc
Rac with respect todr in Fig. 1 originates only from therma
effects in the gas layer.

Consider now the zero wave-number instability.27 An
analytical asymptotic analysis of the stability problem can
carried out in this case.28 The result for the air–silicone oi
system is represented in Fig. 2, which clearly shows that
threshold is practically not changed by disregarding the m
tion in the gas phase, provideddr is not very small.

Provideddr is neither too small nor larger than about
the motion in the gas phase can thus be neglected in
study of the instabilities in the lower liquid and the ‘‘con
ductive gas’’ hypothesis is valid. The exact solution for he
conduction in the upper layer can be used to derive the t
mal boundary condition at the gas–liquid interface. This p
cedure was already followed in Refs. 29 and 30 for a
interface and results in a ‘‘Biot condition’’ for the tempera
ture field in the liquid. For a deformable interface, this equ
tion is written as23

DQ1Bir~k!Q5~12kr
21!Bir~k!H at z50, ~3.2!

with a Biot number given by Bir(k)5krk/tanhkdr . All the
results given in the following are based on this reduction
the system to a single-layer system for which the sole th
mal influence of the gas on the liquid instability is taken in
account by introducing the Biot boundary condition~3.2!. It
is also worth stressing that this conductive gas hypothes
usually taken for granted, both in experimental~Refs. 24 and
31! and theoretical~Refs. 4, 7, 11–13, 26, 32–36, and 3!
works. To our knowledge, however, the present paper p
vides the first complete justification and limitations of th
important assumption.

B. Influence of the interface deformation

An exhaustive study of thermoconvective instabilities
a liquid layer with a deformable upper surface is not
straightforward task owing to the rather large number of
rameters. When the motion of the gas is neglected, the p
lem still depends on seven independent quantities which
often chosen as Pr, Ra, Ma, Cr,G, dr , andkr . As our analy-
sis has shown that the instability is never oscillatory, t
Prandtl number can be dropped and six parameters are
Besides the thermophysical properties of the fluids, these
quantities depend on the temperature drop between the
tom and the top of the system, which is the main experim
tal control parameter, and also on the thicknesses of the
and liquid layers, which can also easily be varied in expe
ments.

To analyze a problem depending on so ‘‘many’’ para
eters, two different ways are open. The simplest one cons
in selecting two particular fluids. All the thermophysic
properties are then fixed and the only variable parameters
the thicknesses of the two layers. The drawback of suc
methodology is the lack of generality. In the second a
proach, which is followed in the present paper, the results
expressed as functions of one single among the six par
eters, the others being kept fixed. It is important to reali
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however, that this kind of approach can lead to drama
inconsistencies when the fixed and variable parameters
not selected with care, as shown in the following.

1. Comments on previous works

The influence of deformations of the upper surface
thermoconvective instabilities has been studied by sev
authors.4–14Some of these works are now briefly comment
on. The first analysis was carried out in 1964 by Scriven a
Sterling.4 They showed that, for the pure thermocapilla
problem, convection sets in with a zero wave number an
zero value of the Marangoni number. Their results were
visisted in 1966 by Smith,5 who was able to obtain a nonzer
value of the critical Marangoni number by including gravi
waves at the free surface. The coupled thermogravitatio
and thermocapillary instability was studied by Zeren a
Reynolds6 in the particular case of a water–benzene syst
The one-layer thermocapillary instability was investigated
Takashima in 1981.7,8 Among other results, this autho
showed that oscillatory convection was possible for nega
values of the Marangoni number, which corresponds eit
to a fluid layer heated from above, or to a fluid heated fr
below but whose surface tension increases with tempera
Unfortunately, some of Takashima’s results are not con
tent with Boussinesq’s assumption which was used to de
the model equations. Indeed, although the conditionds,1 is
satisfied as far as stationary instabilities are concerned,
relation is clearly violated in the analysis of oscillatory co
vection for Bond numbers smaller than 1021 (Bo5G Cr).
Moreover, it is important to stress that the selection betw
the variable and fixed parameters can lead to misinterpr
tions of the results. In Takashima’s papers, the fluid lay
have a thickness varying between 0.1 and 1 mm and
results are given for fixed values of Bo, Cr, and Pr, betwe
which the following relation holds: Cr Bo21 Pr21

5k2g21d23. Since k is more or less constant for mo
liquids, the above-mentioned result imposes strong res
tions on the values of the thickness and the nondimensi
numbers. It is easy to check that some of Takashima’s res
with fixed Bo, Cr, and Pr correspond to values ofd which are
outside the range initially proposed. For this reason, the p
sibility for two simultaneously unstable oscillatory conve
tive modes with different wave numbers and frequencie
not realistic. Similar comments can be repeated about
works by Gouesbetet al.12 and by Pe´rez and Carneiro.13

These authors complement the analyses of Takashima
taking the gravity instability mechanism into account. Ho
ever, most of their results do not satisfy condition~2.3!,
which is a necessary condition for the Boussinesq equat
as well as the simplified boundary condition~2.10! to be
valid. In addition, in Ref. 13, the selection of the variable a
fixed nondimensional numbers is also questionable. W
gravity effects are taken into account in the instability ana
sis, the crispation, Bond, Prandtl, andG numbers verify
CruGu21Bo21 Pr215k2raugdu21. With typical values~SI
units! k51027, r5103, a51023, and ugu51024, the
thickness of the liquid layer is given by d
510211uGu21 Cr21. This means that for Cr51023, the si-
multaneous occurrence of a stationary and an oscilla
ic
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mode of convection corresponds to the unrealistic value
d53. 1026 mm whenuGu.33. Similarly, for uGu.0.1, two
oscillatory modes are simultaneously unstable only in a
uid layer with the unrealistic thickness of 1023 mm. To close
this section, we would like to mention an interesting pap
by Goussis and Kelly11 which is quite similar to ours as the
also introduce nonconventional dimensionless numb
However, unlike our paper, their analysis is restricted to p
thermocapillary convection.

2. New nondimensional groups

A way out to avoid the difficulties and problems raise
previously is to introduce new dimensionless numbers. T
reasons for introducing these new nondimensional groups
twofold: first to make them more directly accessible to e
periments and second, to allow an easier checking of
consistency of the mathematical model.

We first recall that the properties of the ‘‘purely condu
tive gas’’ are completely specified by the knowledge of t
two-dimensional quantitiesdgas andkgas. For the lower liq-
uid layer, we have already mentioned that the tempera
drop across the system and the thickness of the layer are
only quantities which can be varied independently, eas
and continuously in experiments. Unfortunately, these
mensional quantities appear in the definition of seve
‘‘classical’’ nondimensional numbers~to be explicit, they are
present in Ra, Ma, Cr, andG!, which makes the analysis o
the influence of each of these parameters rather cumbers
Therefore, it should be preferable to combine the ‘‘classica
nondimensional numbers so that both the thicknessd of the
liquid layer and the temperature differenceDT across the
liquid appear in one single well-defined dimensionless nu
ber.

As a nondimensional version ford we select G
5Ra/Ma defined by~3.1! and already introduced in sever
other works~e.g., Refs. 6 and 13!.

For the temperature drop across the liquid, we sugg
taking dr , given in ~2.3!, as a new nondimensional grou
This choice is dictated by the fact that condition~2.3! allows
one to directly check the consistency of the analysis with
Boussinesq approximation.

The last two nondimensional numbers are the param
A defined in~2.9! and the parameterN given by

N5
1

G S Ra

MaD
3/2

5nkS r3g
a3

g3D 1/2

. ~3.3!

These quantities are introduced becauseA is the sole
nondimensional parameter which contains the surface
sion s0 while the kinematic viscosityn appears only inN.
Moreover, the value of parameterA remains about constan
for a wide variety of fluids and can therefore be assigne
fixed value without loss of generality. The influence of vi
cosity on the stability problem is thoroughly described by t
parameterN. Since the viscosity of silicone oils can b
changed more or less continuously by mixing oils of diffe
ent viscosities, while the other thermophysical properties
main unvaried, this parameterN is very useful for compari-
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son with experiments. Moreover, it follows from Table I
that the ratioN/n keeps a more or less constant order
magnitude for many fluids, which reinforces the selection
N as a relevant nondimensional expression of viscosity.

To summarize, we propose using the following set
dimensionless numbers, namelyG ~thickness!, dr ~tempera-
ture drop!, A ~surface tension!, andN ~viscosity!. In terms of
these new quantities, the ‘‘classical,’’ Rayleigh, Marango
crispation, and Galileo nondimensional numbers are writ
as

Ra5drG3/2N21, Ma5drG1/2N21,
~3.4!

Cr5AG2 1/2N, G5G3/2N21.

3. Linear results

Previous analyses have clearly shown that convec
may set in under three different forms. First, the instabi
can be stationary, with a nonzero wave number. This kind
instability is similar to what is observed in a one-layer sy
tem with a flat upper free surface. When the interface
tween both fluids is deformed, instabilities can also app
either as a steady convection with a zero horizontal w
number or as an oscillatory motion.

The results presented here are restricted to experime
situations in which the upper gas may be considered as
chanically passive. As explained before, this is achieved
assumingdr smaller than about one. In the following we tak
dr50.5. When the upper gas is air, we are allowed to ta
kr50.1, which is a typical value for many liquid-air cells a
seen from Table I. Similarly, the parameterA is taken equal
to 5, which is a reasonable value for many usual fluids. T
final results will thus depend on the thickness of the la
and on the viscosity of the liquid through parametersG and
N, respectively.

A first general conclusion of our analysis is the stea
character of the linear threshold in air–liquid systems hea
from below. Oscillatory convection cannot be observed
der realistic experimental conditions for which the Bou
inesq equations are valid (drc!1). For this reason the valu
of the Prandtl number will not influence the linear results

The main results of our study are summarized in Fig
where the critical nondimensional temperature differen
across the system is plotted, for different values of the v
cosity parameterN, as a function ofG. Sincea is more or

TABLE IV. Values of the quantitiesN, N/n, andF for some fluids; SI units
are used forn.

N N/n F

Water 1.6831028 0.0168 4.23108

Glycerin 7.0131025 0.094 1.23108

Silicone 47V 0.1St 6.6331026 0.663 2.033107

Silicone 47V 1St 8.7631025 0.876 1.003107

Silicone 47V 10St 8.7831024 0.878 1.013107

Silicone DC200 1St 6.9931025 0.699 1.383107

Benzene 1.6431027 0.223 4.513107

Toluene 1.6531027 0.242 3.703107

Acetone 5.8031028 0.138 7.243107

Ethanol 4.6931027 0.310 3.603106
f
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less constant for many liquids and equal to 1023 K21, the
value 103dr reported on the vertical axis gives a direct es
mate of the temperature drop~in °C! across the liquid layer.
We stress that only results which are compatible with
assumptiondrc,0.1 have been plotted. Various curves a
given for G ranging from 1024 to 102. For most liquids,
these values correspond to liquid thicknesses ranging f
about 0.1 mm to a few centimeters. ParameterN takes values
between 1027 and 1023, which are representative of viscos
ties ranging from 1026 to 1022 m2/s ~from 1022 to 102 S!.

Some comments are in order about Fig. 3. First, the
stability threshold for the surface zero-wave number mo
which is represented with a thick line, is independent ofN.
Indeed, this surface instability mode is independent of
viscosity of the liquid, since it is characterized by a vanis
ing velocity field. On the other hand, the thin lines in Fig.
correspond to the cellular mode of convection. The incre
of the critical temperature difference withN clearly illus-
trates the stabilizing role of viscosity.

The dependence ofdrc with respect toG deserves some
attention too. First, a careful observation of the slope of
thick line in Fig. 3 shows that the critical temperature diffe
ence for the surface instability is nearly proportional toG,
i.e., proportional tod2. For the cellular instability, the slope
of the curve is more or less equal to21/2 for small values of
G. WhenG is increased, the slope progressively decrease
reach23/2. From these values of the slope and from E
~3.4!, it can be inferred that thermocapillarity is clearly th
dominant instability motor for small values ofd while the
Rayleigh buoyancy mechanism is the cause of convectio
thick layers. For intermediate values ofd, both mechanisms
cooperate. Note also that for low viscosities, the instability
always thermocapillary driven since the slope of the cu
remains equal to about21/2. Similarly, theG range for pure
thermocapillary convection becomes very small for high
viscous liquids.

FIG. 3. Critical dr vs G for different values ofN (A55, dr50.5, kr

50.1). Thin and thick lines correspond to the finite and infinite wavelen
instability.
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The above-mentioned analysis is important becaus
enables one to determine the proper experimental condit
under which the surface instability with a zero wave num
should be observed. Quite thin layers of very viscous fl
will favor this kind of instability. For instance, in silicone o
with viscosity 1024 m2/s ~1 St!, the zero-wave number insta
bility appears for a depth smaller than about 0.3 mm. I
1023 m2/s ~10 St! viscous oil, the critical thickness is abou
1 mm.

Similarly, one can also determine the most appropri
experimental conditions to observe ‘‘pure’’ Marangoni ins
bility on earth. Low viscous liquids with small depths shou
be preferred butd must be large enough to avoid the o
curence of surface instability with a zero wave number. U
der such circumstances, the critical temperature differe
may, however, drop drastically~up to 1021 °C! and is there-
fore delicate to control in experiments.

It is also possible to determine the importance of surf
deformation on the finite wavelength instability by calcula
ing the relative variationE of the instability threshold with
respect to the value corresponding to a flat surface:

E5
drc2drc~h50!

drc~h50!
. ~3.5!

We have reportedE in Fig. 4 as a function ofG, for
various values ofN. It is seen that there exists a critical valu
G0 , independent ofN, below which surface deformation de
stabilizes the system~e.g., G051.56 when dr50.5, kr

50.1, andA55). If G is larger than this critical value, de
formations are stabilizing, in agreement with Ref. 37. A d
tailed study of the eigenfunctions shows that this criti
value ofG corresponds to a change of sign of the curvat
of the interface.4 WhenG is larger thanG0 , it is shown that
the fluid is rising under the bumps of the upper surface. T
configuration is characteristic of gravity-driven convectio
in contrast, capillary thermoconvection is associated w
small values ofG and with upwards motion under th
troughs.

FIG. 4. E vs G for different values ofN (A55, dr50.5, kr50.1).
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Figure 4 also indicates that the interface can reasona
be considered as nondeformed for low viscous fluidsN
smaller than 1025– 1026). For more viscous liquids, defor
mation of the interface can modify the value of the conve
tive threshold by several percent, especially in thin lay
~small G), i.e., in the case of capillary convection. Fo
gravity-driven convection~liquid depth of the order of 1 cm!,
the influence of surface deformation remains always minu
whatever the value of the viscosity of the liquid.

IV. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF CELLULAR
CONVECTION

A linear stability analysis enables one to determine
critical wave number and the critical value of the contr
parameter above which convection sets in. In a nonlin
approach, the behavior of the system above the linear thr
old is investigated. In order to clearly define the purpose
our work, it is interesting to refer to the classification intr
duced by Cross and Hohenberg38 of the different types of
linear instability of a spatially uniform state. The type I in
stability is characterized by a nonzero wave number at
threshold and can be either stationary or oscillatory. In ty
II and type III instabilities, the critical wave number is ze
at the threshold and the instability can also be stationary
oscillatory. In the nonlinear regime, the type II instability
characterized by the property that the zero wave num
mode always keeps a vanishing growth rate while this qu
tity becomes positive for type III. In our problem, the inst
bility can be either of type Is or IIs ~indexs means ‘‘station-
ary’’ ! depending on the values of the different parameter

Several nonlinear analyses of thermoconvective ins
bilities with a deformable upper surface have already b
published in the past. A pioneering work is that by Kras
and Sani39 where rolls and hexagonal cells have been st
ied. However, their approach was critized by Rosenb
et al.40 and by Davis.41 The type IIIs intability was analyzed
by Golovin et al. in Ref. 42 and by Hadji in Ref. 43 while
type IIs instability in thermocapillary convection was studie
by Davis in Ref. 44, Funada and Kotani in Ref. 45, and
Funada in Ref. 46. Another interesting analysis of the co
petition between the Is and IIs thermocapillary intabilities
was also proposed by Golovinet al. in Ref. 47. In the presen
work, we concentrate on the study of the Is cellular intability,
characterized by a nonzero wave number. Both the th
mocapillary and thermogravific mechanisms are taken i
account and the upper gas layer is considered as purely
ductive. Our approach can be seen as a correction an
extension of the work by Kraska and Sani, since besides
rolls and hexagonal cells, the square convective cells are
introduced in the analysis. The method used to derive
Ginzburg–Landau amplitude equations for rolls, square,
hexagonal convective patterns is completely similar to t
presented in Ref. 15. These amplitude equations are wr
as

t
dA1

dt
5eA11aA2 A32b~ uA2u21uA3u2!A12cuA1u2A1

2d~ uA5u21uA6u2!A12euA4u2A1 ,
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t
dA2

dt
5eA21aA1 A32b~ uA1u21uA3u2!A22cuA2u2A2

2d~ uA4u21uA6u2!A22euA5u2A2 ,

t
dA3

dt
5eA31aA1 A22b~ uA1u21uA2u2!A32cuA3u2A3

2d~ uA4u21uA5u2!A32euA6u2A3 ,

t
dA4

dt
5eA41aA5 A62b~ uA5u21uA6u2!A42cuA4u2A4

2d~ uA2u21uA3u2!A42euA1u2A4 ,

t
dA5

dt
5eA51aA4 A62b~ uA4u21uA6u2!A52cuA5u2A5

2d~ uA1u21uA3u2!A52euA2u2A5 ,

t
dA6

dt
5eA61aA4 A52b~ uA4u21uA5u2!A62cuA6u2A6

2d~ uA1u21uA2u2!A62euA3u2A6 .

In these equations,Ai are the complex amplitudes of th
six elementary convective modes whose superpositions
low one to generate roll-like, square, and hexago
patterns15 while t,a,b,c,d, ande are numbers whose value
depend on the parameters of the problem.

Before going into the discussion of the results, let
mention that two new nondimensional quantities will be
troduced in this section with respect to the linear analy
because the unsteady behavior of the system is now ta
into account. One of these quantities is the ratiok r of the
thermal diffusivities of the gas and of the liquid. It follow
from Table I thatk r is of the order of 102 in most cases.
Therefore, it will be kept fixed to that value in the following
The second relevant dimensionless number is

F5
Pr

N
5

1

k2 S g3

r3ga3D 1/2

. ~4.1!

In contrast to the classical Prandtl number,F does not de-
pend on the viscosity. Thanks to this choice, the visco
variations are taken into account by the sole parameteN.
Table IV shows thatF ranges from 106 to 108. In the analy-
sis of the results to follow, this quantity will be fixed to th
typical value 107. Like in the linear analysis,A and kr are
fixed to 5 and 0.1, respectively.

A. Stability domains of the different convective
planforms

As a first example, take the ratiodr of the thicknesses o
the air and of the liquid equal to 0.25 and the viscosity p
rameterN equal to 1023 ~so that Pr5F N5104). In Figs. 5
and 6, we have represented the stable convective patter
functions of the relative distance to the thresholde and of the
thickness parameterG. The meaning of the different symbo
is the following: C5conductive state,H15upflow hexago-
nal cells,R5rolls, S5square cells. Dashed lines correspo
to a flat interface while solid lines refer to a deformab
l-
l

s
-
is
en

y

-

as

gas–liquid surface. From Fig. 6, it is inferred that the bifu
cation at the linear threshold is subcritical to upflow hex
gons. For higher values ofe, transitions to rolls or square
cells are observed, with the important property that, fo
given value ofG, either rolls or squares are possible, but n
both. Accordingly, two ‘‘critical’’ values of the thickness
parameter,G2 and G1, can be introduced which define a
interval on the horizontal axis in which the transition
squares is observed. Another important conclusion fr
Figs. 5 and 6 is that deformations are relevant only for sm
values ofG. For these values of the thickness parameter,
size of the stability region for hexagonal cells is reduced~for

FIG. 5. Supercritical stability region vsG for F5107, N51023 (Pr
5104), A55, dr50.25, kr50.1, k r5102. (R, H1, and S correspond to
rolls, upflow hexagons, and squares.! The dashed and solid lines describe a
undeformable and a deformable interface, respectively.

FIG. 6. Subcritical stability region vsG for F5107, N51024 (Pr5103),
A55, dr50.25, kr50.1, k r5102. (H1 and C stand for upflow hexagons
and the conductive state, respectively.! The dashed line refers to an unde
formable interface, the solid one to a deformable interface.
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both the supercritical and subcritical regime! with respect to
the flat surface case. Note also that the full lines end a
value of G below which the threshold is charaterized by
zero wave number.

When different values fordr and N are selected, the
following conclusions can be drawn. First, for values of t
viscosity parameterN smaller than 1025 (Pr,102), the sur-
face deflection can be neglected; the corresponding re
were given in Ref. 15 and will not be commented on furth
For higher values ofN, which are the only values considere
in the following, our analysis has shown that the prima
bifurcation is still subcritical to upflow hexagonal cel
~when the zero wave-number mode is stable!. However, the
stability domain for hexagons is reduced with respect to
flat interface problem, by a factor which increases up to
when the viscosity parameter is increased to the valueN
51023. A summary of the conditions giving rise to a se
ondary transition to square or to roll-like cells is also p
sented in Fig. 7, with dashed and full thin lines for flat a
deformable interface, respectively. The full thick lines cor
spond to the zero wave-number instability. Consider first
nondeformable interface. From Fig. 7, it is seen that for fix
dr andN, a criticalG1 exists above which only rolls appea
In contrast with the above-studied case~Figs. 5 and 6!, no
critical G2 exists so that theG domain for which a transition
to squares exists stretches from 0 toG1. We can also note
that the criticalG1 is almost unchanged whenN is increased
from 1025 and that it is almost always a decreasing funct
of dr . When deformations are taken into account, the sit
tion is quite different. Indeed, when the viscosity parame
is increased from 1025, the stability domain for square cell
is reduced because of the appearance of the zero wave
ber instability and also because the curve showing
boarder betweenR andS bends to give birth to aG1 and a
G2 critical value. In particular, it is worth mentioning tha

FIG. 7. Stability domains in theG –dr plane for rolls~R! and square cells~S!
beyond the second bifurcation and for different values of the viscosity
rameterN (F5107, A50, kr50.1, k r5102). Thin and thick lines corre-
spond to the finite and infinite wavelength instability; dashed lines refe
the nondeformable interface.
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secondary transitions to roll-like cells in thin layers can on
occur in the case of a deformed interface.

Before closing this section, let us mention that som
interesting experimental results have been published rece
by Eckert et al.16 In particular, these authors found that
secondary instability, from hexagonal cells to square ce
occurs ate54.260.3 for Pr5100 while our model predicts a
transition for e54.05. This surprising quantitative agre
ment with experiments shows that amplitude equatio
which are theoretically valid in the weakly nonlinear regim
only, can sometimes provide good approximations even
from the threshold.

B. Interface relief

A further interest of a nonlinear analysis is the possib
ity to study in detail the shape of the interface and to de
mine the amplitude of the surface deflections in order
compare the theoretical predictions with the experimental
sults available in the work by Cerisieret al..17

When G is different from the threshold valueG0 intro-
duced in Sec. III B 3, a linear stability analysis provides so
partial information on the shape of the interface but the a
plitude of the deformation cannot be determined. WhenG is
close toG0 , the linear surface deformation vanishes and o
a nonlinear analysis enables one to predict both the form
the interface and the amplitude of the deformations. To co
pare with the experimental results of Cerisieret al.,17 we
restrict our analysis toH1 solutions. In Fig. 8, we plotted for
e50.1 the surface deflections in a vertical plane crossing
middle of two opposite sides of the hexagon for differe
values ofG. The viscosity parameterN is taken equal to
1024 ~the corresponding Prandtl number is 103, as in the
experiments of Cerisieret al.! and dr50.25. For these val-
ues of the parameters,G051.43. WhenG is much larger
than this value~buoyancy convection!, a bump is predicted
in the middle of the cell while a trough is displayed for sm

-

o

FIG. 8. Shape of the interface in a vertical plane crossing the middle of
opposite sides of a hexagonal cell fore51021 and for different values ofG
@F5107, N51024 (Pr5103), A55, dr50.25, kr50.1, k r5102].
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thicknesses~thermocapillary effect!. WhenG is close to the
critical value, the surface is no longer flat as predicted by
linear theory because the nonlinear harmonics of the fun
mental hexagonal pattern, which are characterized by a n
vanishing surface deformation, have a nonzero amplitude
general view of the form of the interface in this case~‘‘hy-
brid’’ case! is represented in Fig. 9 which is very similar
the experimental observation of Cerisieret al. ~see Fig. 5 in
Ref. 17!.

As a last check of the nonlinear model, we have cal
lated the amplitude of surface deformations and confron
our results with experiments. The comparison is presente
Fig. 10 for a layer of silicon oil 47V100 with thickness be
tween 1.0 and 4.5 mm. The relative distance to the lin
thresholde is equal to 0.5. The dimensionless difference
height between the side and the center of the cells,Hb , is
represented as a function ofG. Since no lid was used in th
experiments of Cerisieret al. to delimit precisely the air
layer, we can consider that the agreement between th
~solid lines! and experiment~dots! is quite satisfactory, es
pecially for thick layers.

FIG. 9. Nonlinear ‘‘hybrid’’ deformations of the upper surface of hexago
cells whenG is close toG0 .

FIG. 10. Comparison between the experimental~dots! and theoretical~solid
line! amplitudes of the surface deformation vsG.
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V. CONCLUSION

A linear and nonlinear analysis of Rayleigh–Be´nard–
Marangoni instability with surface deformations is presen
in this paper.

The linear approach is carried out in two steps. First,
role of the upper gas layer in Rayleigh–Be´nard–Marangoni
instability is examined in detail and the frequently used
sumption of a purely conductive gas is proved to be va
when the thickness of the gas layer is smaller than that of
liquid.

The second step of the linear part of the work consists
studying the influence of surface deformations when the
per gas can be considered as purely conductive. The sim
fied Oberbeck–Boussinesq model is used and its validit
carefully analyzed. In particular, we show that consistenc
achieved provideddr!1 @see Eq.~2.3!#.

The most important results from the linear study are
following. First, it is concluded that oscillatory convection
not possible under realistic experimental conditions withdr

!1. Besides, it was shown that, among the relatively la
number of parameters appearing in the problem, the visc
ity, measured by the new nondimensional numberN, is by
far the most important. Indeed, the other nondimensio
numbers characterizing the thermophysical properties of
fluids keep a more or less constant value for a large clas
liquids generally used in experiments on thermoconvecti
The general stability results are summarized in Fig.
wherein the convection thresholds are plotted as a func
of the parameterG ~the dimensionless measure of the liqu
depth!, for various values of the viscosity parameterN. The
experimental conditions required to observe the surface z
wave-number instability can also be deduced from this p
ture, as well as the conditions under which gravity effe
may be neglected in thermoconvective motions on earth

We have also determined under which circumstances
interface can be considered as remaining flat. Figure 4 in
cates that surface deformations can always be neglecte
low viscous fluids. In contrast, these deformations beco
important in more viscous liquids, especially in thin laye
where the thermocapillary instability is dominating.

As a side contribution, we have introduced four ne
dimensionless groups. The nondimensional form of tempe
ture differences is represented by means of the abo
mentioned parameterdr . Recall once again the importanc
of this quantity in relation to the validity of the Boussines
approximation. ParameterA is related to the surface tensio
while G is a measure of the thickness of the liquid layer
well as of the relative importance of gravity and thermoca
illarity in the instability mechanism. Finally, the viscosity o
the fluid is described by a fourth parameterN.

In the nonlinear part of the paper, the behavior of t
fluid above the threshold is examined, with the assumpt
of a conductive upper gas. More precisely, the finite wa
length convection is studied and the competition betwe
roll-like, square and hexagonal cells is investigated. An
teresting conclusion of the analysis is that thee domain
wherein hexagonal cells are stable is smaller in the prese
of surface deformations. This effect is still accentuated wh

l
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the viscosity is increased or when the thickness is decrea
Another important result is the transition to rolls or to squa
cells when the temperature gradient is increased. When
surface is flat, roll-like and square cells appear, respectiv
in thick and thin layers, with a critical valueG1 of the thick-
ness parameter that defines the limit between both case
contrast, with a deformable interface and for rather visc
liquids, square convective cells are possible for values oG
contained between two limits,G2 and G1. As a conse-
quence, rolls can also be observed in sufficiently thin lay

Our theoretical analysis was also compared with so
experimental data by Cerisieret al.17 on interface deforma-
tions. In particular, it was shown that the observed ‘‘hybrid
relief of the interface originates in the nonlinear influence
harmonics of the linearly unstable solution. We have a
shown that the amplitude of the deformations calculated w
our model is in satisfactory agreement with the experime
data. Eventually, the calculated value ofe corresponding to
the transition between hexagonal and square cells was sh
to be in good agreement with the experimental value
ported by Eckertet al.16
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